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Postulated Benefits vs. Reality

Postulated Benefit I: Use of a waste product. In the case of slabwood from sawmills
which is typically burned in a heap, the material would in fact be wasted, and it is easily
charcoaled, being already in a ve ry manageable form. However, in the case of softwood
tree tops and curvy logs—these decompose to provide organic material which nourishes
the forest plants, not to mention small animal habitat. The material is large, mo re
crooked, and not of uniform size, making it difficult to pack the kiln tightly. So th e raw
material in this case is neither truly a waste product nor particularly easy to charcoal.

Postulated Benefit 2: Production of a useful fuel. Gourmet or health-conscious
barbecuers do in fact like "lump" charcoal, which can now be bought at stores like
Agway, though they prefer it make from hardwood. They will pay about the same per
pound as for briquettes. Blacksmiths will use it in the forge in place of coal, but with the
same reservation. It does bum much cleaner than coal on the forge, leaving no "clinker."
Both operations require adjustments to use lump charcoal. People used to cooking on a
wood cookstove also need to adjust to charcoal, as it has a different start-p time and heat
range. I can sell all I make because of a cooperating blacksmith and an established
customer base which seeks locally-made products.

Design

The kiln I designed was supposed to be as good as a "New Hampshire" kiln or "Black
Rock" kiln, but easy to build from available materials, requiring no expensive fabrication.
It is converted from a 500-gal oil drum I got for $4 0 from a scrap yard. It is 5-feet height
and 4-feet in diameter. I cut six 4-inch draft holes around one end and cut off the other
end. The edge on the cut-off disk was then fl ared. Around the cut end of the remainder
of the drum I welded a lip of angle iron. The final kiln cross-section looks like this:
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